STAGE 2
Recreation Area La Peral Valley (L.lena/Lena)
Recreation Area of Viapara (Riosa)

LENGTH: 24.1 km.

ACCUMULATED DESCENT

DURATION OON FOOT: 6.30 hours

GRADIENT: 1180 m.

DURATION BY MTB: 3 hours 30 minutes

MAXIMUM HEIGHT: 989 m.

ACCUMULATED ASCENT GRADIENT: 1251 m.

MINIMUM HEIGHT: 459 m.

DESCRIPTION OF THE STAGE
This second stage of the GR-208 “Cycle Loop of the Central Mountain” leaves from the Recreation Area of La
Peral Valley. From this point, we go up to the road of La Cobertoria, turning right and descending in the turnoff
towards El Siete and La Solana. Then, through soil roads, we go towards Collau Puercu.
From this hill we go through the track of Brañal.lamosa towards La Golpeya, where it connects with a paved
lane which we leave at the height of the Collado La Argañosa (Cordal de La Segá). We leave behind the view
over the Maramuniz Valley in order to go down among autochthonous trees. We can see the ancient mining
excavations in Rioseco, where we arrive after a hard descent.
Once we reach the mining installations, the itinerary heads to the village L.lamo, through a concrete road
which ends in this village, so then we have to take the road RI-6 until Rozacaxil. Here the hikers can take the
turnoff which goes over Les Arruxines until the Campa Utriel.
The cyclists must go down to Felguera in order to take the road RI-7 and go up to Muriel.los, where a wide
track goes up vertiginously towards Campa Utriel, where both variations join together: the hiking one that
comes from Les Arruxines and the cyclist one.
From this beautiful and open field with views over a big part of the itinerary and Riosa council, we continue
going up through Somozo until we reach the Curva de L.lagos, at the foot of the paved access to L´ Angliru.
Once we arrive to the mythical route, we take the descending turnoff to the right, which has several variations,
which are rather adapted for hikers. Thus, we reach the ending point of this stage in the Reacreation Area of
Viapará.
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